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Sunnytek offers a mix of led lamps for office applications. Here we have a short summary about main 
designs and solutions. Pls contact us for more details and offers.

* LED panel lights.  These are common and available in 
2 models. One is integrated into the ceiling panels and hidden 
except front surface. One other is surface mounted or hanging 
in chains below the ceiling panels.
These are available in dimensions form 200x200 mm to 
1200x600 mm in many dimensions.
LED driver can be standard or dimmable. We also offer smart 
panels with micro wave sensors to start lamp when someone is 
in area below lamp. There are also Dali interface lamps for 
smart office management. Power range is from 12W to 96W / 
1200 Lumen to 10000 Lumen.

* LED tubes This is a very common solution and when 
there are old lamp housings we have led tubes that fit here. 
The led tubs replace old fluorescent tube and increase light 
quality a lot. Energy savings are dramatic. 1200 mm tubes 
goes from 42W / tube to 15-18W while it still gives much more 
light flux. The cost is very low and pay off is often less one 
year by electricity only. Life time typically over 50000 hours to 
100000 hours. Special models have 10 years warranty. One 
model have a micro wave sensor integrated to start tubes 
when someone is in the area under it.

*   LED integrated lamps This is like old led 
tubes but all leds are integrated into a housing giving 
a bit better performance and cooling. This is now 
getting very common and old tube designs seems to 
get less used in the future. Here we have small 
models with 600 mm length and long 2 meter lamps 
with over 250W and 35000 Lumen in light flux. 
Lamps can have intelligent drivers and control 
functions.

* Dual color ceiling lamps These led lamps have one day function 
with white light and when area is empty it can 
change to night mode with blue light. This is 
getting common in receptions and other areas as 
it say by light if it is closed or not. In blue 
operation you can move and walk around so 
there is enough light for security etc.

* LED tri proof lamps      These lamps are common to replace old 
fluorescent tubes if style and design shall be similar too old lamps. They have 
leds and modern performance but keep design as earlier. Lamps are 
available from 300 mm and 1200 Lumen  to 2000 mm in length and 25000 
Lumen in light flux. They are available with modern led control and smart  
remote functions.
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Here we show modern style lamps with enhanced appearance and futuristic style.

* Linear lighting solutions This is a very nice 
way to get good illumination and an interesting design 
of the office area. Here we have a large number of 
profiles that can be integrated or mounted to any 
surface and create light.

* Led stripes and led profiles This is a 
new way for indirect illumination that can be used in 
many ways. There are smart controllers to set colour 
temperature + balance and colors. Led 
stripes can be used as shadow effect 
lamps and here they give a pleasant back 
ground basic illumination.
Special stair led lamps are mounted under 
the front of each stair. Here we get a good 
lamp where light is needed.
For these purposes we have battery back 
up systems so the lamps can act in case 
of no power for a while. This is an 
emergency lamp if so.

* Growth vegetation led lamps
Often there are real flowers and plants in 
office landscapes. They need good light to 
stay alive. Here there are good led lamps 
that make lamps to get a healthy 
illumination. Flowers need special spectra 
and many lamps are not so good here, 
The led lamps have a special spectra to 
match in best ways,
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